DPO Regular Training Evaluation

1. How would you rate the length of the programme?
   - Too short
   - Just right
   - Too long

2. To what extent did you learn during the programme?
   - I learnt a lot
   - I learnt some things
   - I did not learn anything

3. If you learnt some things, has your understanding of the subject matter improved significantly?
   - Yes
   - No

4. How effective was the delivery of the sessions?
   - Very Effective
   - Somehow effective
   - Not effective

5. Which particular topic(s) did you find most valuable? Why?
   Indicate “All” where all topics were considered to be valuable.

6. Which particular topic(s) did you find to be least valuable? Why?
   Indicate “None” where no topic could be considered to be least valuable.

7. Generally, how important was the programme for you?
   - Of great importance
   - Somehow important
   - Of no importance

8. Any other comment?